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From blocking to marking – a list of critical needs
Taping

While not new or different from any other lens, lenses to be digitally sur-

faced are also taped to protect the surface and provide easy and secure

alloy attachment.Next a block is attached to the lens blank so that it can

be positioned and processed through assorted laboratory machines.

Blocking

Increased accuracy is required when blocking lenses for digital surfacing.

Consider two situations:1) The front surface progressive is modified with

a digitally surfaced back (Varilux Physio 360°,Varilux Ellipse 360°,Definity),

and 2) The progressive surface is being placed entirely on the back sur-

face (SOLAOne HD,Compact Ultra HD,AO Easy HD).In the first case,incon-

sistent positioning of the block or any wedging (prism) will alter the opti-

mizing effect of the digitally surfaced back.Therefore, the tolerances that

the lab would have previously accepted are no longer acceptable.

In the second case, the location of the umbilic, the centerline of the

corridor,and its height placement are critical relative to any semi-visible

engravings located on the blank’s front surface; however, most digitally

surfaced back surface progressives are engraved on the back after pro-

cessing minimizing errors.

Digitally surfaced lenses will be only as

good as the initial blocking. In the exam-

ple of the Schneider CB Bond (manual

system) and CCU 100 (automated system)

blockers, they combine a variety of tech-

nologies for precision. To aid in blocking

lenses,a high-resolution optical detection

system is provided. In this way, lens mark-

ings can be easily identified and used for

lens positioning. In addition, lens clamp-

ing is variable, both in pressure and position. This prevents tilt and

wedging that might induce unwanted prism. Numerically controlled

(NC) prism and axes adjustment ensure the required blocking precision

for umbilic,OC and prescription axis location.Several lens manufacturers

have developed their own proprietary visual systems to ensure that

accuracy is maintained.

Generators

Generating a surface was traditionally done by a cupped diamond

wheel,and then improved to polycrystalline diamond milling.For digital

surfacing,a milling tool is used for fast stock removal and the diamond-
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The detail required to create complex surfaces by digital surfacing involves new techniques

and/or technology.This means that lens preparation, calculations, blocking, cutting, polishing,

marking and verification should be thought of differently. Therefore, the lab that offers dig-

ital surfacing should be considered special. It has incorporated this new sophistication to

produce a new class of lenses and delivers them with increased precision.This is much more

complex than will be required of the ECP to implement individual, digitally surfaced pro-

gressives. Even though some digitally surfaced lenses will require verification of the opti-

mized prescription instead of the original prescription, lens power will still be verified at the

distance and near checking circles. By Mark Mattison-Shupnick
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turning tool is used to achieve the surface smoothness so that only light

polishing (buffing) is required.This also results in high throughput.

In addition, original generators cut in three axes simultaneously, digital

surfacing requires at least four axes or additional “degrees of freedom”to

be able to create the complex surfaces that incorporate Rx, add power

change and corridor position, aspher- or ator-icity and base curve opti-

mization. Schneider generators provide process management i.e., cal-

culates the cutting parameters regarding surface topography and indi-

vidual Rx parameters to provide the right tool position, velocity and

acceleration required. Regardless, it is still called generating. The com-

ponents are as follows:

Generating – Uses the milling tool to

increase throughput, reduce diameter,

bevel and create the initial contour of the

surface.

High-speed cutting – Is a turning process

using a natural diamond for a very fine

surface quality.A PCD tool is also available

on some machines, e.g. when that gener-

ator is used for traditional Rx work along

with digital surfacing.

Speed – Each single run of the tools is

completed in 15-20 seconds with the

milling tools spinning at 12-25,000 rpm

(depending on machine and motor size).

Speed is also a function of information

processing rates i.e., how the cutting

height position is precisely controlled as

the lens turns at up to 6,000 rpm.

Extremely short cycle times, some 10

times shorter than the cycle times of

state-of-the-art drives are achieved.This allows for sampling rates much

faster than conventional systems.

Spiral distance – Generating and high-speed cutting is done in a spiral.

The separation between final cuts,as the lens turns,is in the range of 0.03-

0.065 mm.The shorter the distance between the data points and the small-

er the spiral distance, the smoother the surface. However, if the spiral dis-

tance becomes narrower productivity goes down.So,determination of the

spiral distance is a trade-off between smoothness and throughput.

Digital surfacing means that the machines input is a digital data file

that describes a progressive or other surface in all detail. It can then be

converted into a spiral movement,allowing the joining of many cutting

points smoothly.

Accuracy – In Part 2,we commented that these generators would repro-

duce the design exactly as it is specified. To achieve this, you must

choose a generator that has the surface control required to achieve the

lens design requirements. Local tolerances of <500 nanometers and

global tolerances <4 µm are achieved in the Schneider equipment.

Therefore, the generator is the critical component in replicating the dig-

ital surface needed. The combination of highest precision and speed

provides the laboratory with the best opportunity possible to take

advantage of individualized progressives.

Polishing

Polishing is not polishing in the traditional

sense i.e., for spherical and toric surfaces,

hard laps are used. For digitally surfaced

lenses there is no hard lap that can conform

to the complex changing surface.As a result,

the tools must be adaptive to the surface.

So, if the tool must adapt to the surface,

the design of the polishing tool and the

method of guiding it is important. In the Schneider polishing system, 3

adaptive tools of different initial curvatures replace thousands of hard

laps. In addition, the polishing process demands another kind of polish-

ing kinematics compared to conventional hard lap polishing.Therefore,

to get the tool surface to adapt properly and touch the entire surface

an analysis of pad pressure, its changing shape and tool speed are

required.The result is the machine’s calculation of time and position at

various positions on the lens surface.

There are three process steps needed to polish. 1) The lab manage-

ment system transfers the topography of the surface,2) The correct tool

is selected and 3) A routine is calculated for tool travel over the surface.

Last, intelligent process management of path, dwell time, and swivel

profile is individually configured for the two lenses.

To further improve efficiency most labs automate the interchange of

lenses and tools using robotics.This eliminates operator error and pro-

vides time control that allows standardization of overall process times.

Polishing tools are padded with a polishing pad and can be used

repeatedly up to 30 times. The polisher counts the number of times a

tool is used and switches it out when needing a new pad. In this way,

automated tool control allows an automated 24-hour production

schedule, if necessary.

Polishing times vary between 60 and 240 sec per lens (Polycarbonate

requires increased polishing time).All Schneider polishing machines process

two lenses at the same time to maintain job throughput integrity.

Laser Marking

Individualized progressives from digital

surfacing may also require lens markings

since the lenses may have been created

using a single vision blank. Therefore, a

variety of different methods, from in gen-

erator to after polishing, are available to

mark lenses.

The choice of which laser is used is a func-

tion of quality, speed, capital investment,

operating costs and reliability require-

ments. For example, the HSC smart is available with a complete on-

board CO2 laser-marking unit.The unit is capable of producing perfect-

ly positioned markings and significant cost savings for small and

mid-sized labs.
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Stand-alone laser markers can be CO2,YAG or Excimer lasers.The differ-

ences are often cost and the effectiveness at which they can mark the

variety of materials that a laboratory processes.

When choosing a laser marker consider the clarity of markings. Stan-

dard, fine and finest would characterize CO2,UV Solid-state and Excimer

respectively.

At this point lenses have all their power, corridor length, design and

marking characteristics completed.The next step is to add coatings to

complete the lens.We’ll talk more about hard and AR coatings for digi-

tally surfaced lenses in Part 5.

The Capital Investment
The capital investment i.e., the machines plus the typical accessories like

tanks, chillers, tables, conveyors, robotics, etc., need to be added to the

cost of the purchase.Understanding the throughput per hour allows lab

principles to determine how large a system to purchase.For example,to

process 25 pair per hour or to do an approximate 175-190 pair per shift,

a table like the one to the right allows an estimate of the number of

blockers, polishers and

laser markers required by

generator chosen. A HSC

Master doing 80 lens-

es/hour would require

one CCU100 (with taper

included) and two CP102

polishers.Any laser mark-

er would satisfy the

throughput needs of this

lab. (For more informa-

tion visit www.schneider-

om.com)

The return on investment requires an additional review and is con-

sistent with the way that any lab would determine whether purchase

of such a system gets paid for in a reasonable period of time and that

the capability is required to better compete.

Regardless as we’ve said, for small labs, the purchasing decision may
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Eyesight is probably the most precious sense we have. Any improve-
ment to less than perfect vision increases our quality of life. It seems a
coincidence that a natural diamond now plays a key role in today’s
perfection of eyesight. It is part of our equipment and has been won-
derfully serendipitous since the beginnings of our freeform or digital-
ly surfacing technology more than 10 years ago.

In the early ’90s, my company was absolutely new to the ophthalmic
industry.Being successful with modern CNC technology in the precision-
optics industry, I was astonished by the many technologies required to
manufacture different kinds of spectacle lenses. In my view, a digital
data file could easily describe any lens geometry so why not just transfer
this data to a machine capable of making a perfect customized lens?
The idea of producing individual customized lenses was born.

Professionals who have mastered geometrical optics and the many
factors of human physiology that influence our precious sight deter-
mine customized lens designs. From the start, my ambition was to cre-
ate equipment that can make these sophisticated designs into actual
lenses and exactly match a prescribed individual correction.

This challenging task requires the ultimate tool to do the job—a
natural diamond. Often only known as a perfect gift, the diamond is
the quality-defining top of today’s advanced generators.

A modern freeform generator delivers the lens geometry and sur-
face shape required within the tolerance of single microns. This is a
really a new class of generators and hardly compares to traditional
coarse-cutting generators which required a fining and polishing
process to reach the final lens shape. The natural diamond, accelerat-
ed by highly dynamic drives and high-speed controllers, transforms
the lens blank into the perfect shape. Polishing is still required, but has
changed completely as well. Only three different soft tools, following

a computer-controlled polishing strate-
gy, are sufficient to achieve cosmetic
perfection. Thousands of hard lap tools
are replaced for good.

Any size of lab can benefit from the
new freeform technology. Today, com-
plete freeform lines are offered for
small, medium and large labs. The solu-
tions vary by size and automation
required, but excellent product quality can be accomplished in all
cases. The supply of designs and technology parameters via the
Internet make it easier than ever before to run a freeform lab in any
location you prefer.

Therefore, the additional value of individual and customized lens-
es does not depend on lab size, but on total control of the production
chain. This goes far beyond the core of freeform production—gener-
ators and polishers. The making of a good digitally surfaced lens
starts with the correct measurements by the optician and finishes
with the quality check of the final product. An individual lens is supe-
rior to a standard progressive provided the makers of the freeform
lenses are aware of the importance of the parameters under their
control. In addition to machine performance, the operators are key to
the manufacturing process. As the equipment manufacturer I am
especially interested in providing thorough training of machine
operators. They are key to making the promise, of superior freeform
lenses, true. The merits of an increasing digital business will last as
long as all players in the game focus and maintain excellent quality.

For me, the brilliance of the diamond we use stands for our high
aspirations to make the freeform story a success.

My View 
Gunter Schneider, Schneider GmbH & Co. KG, President

Device Lenses/hr

Taping 150

Blocking CCU100+taper 75

CCU100 105

CB Bond 120

Generator HSC smart 50

HSC master 80

HSC giant FF 100

Polishing CP102 50

CP Swift 55

Laser Marking CC100Y 150

CC100E 300

Natural Diamond
Tooling
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be a difficult one.There is the high capital outlay, $500 thousand to $1

million dollars.However, the overall volume of digitally surfaced lenses is

predicted to escalate and it will become easier to justify the expense.As

a result,we expect to see many labs decide to purchase and for the ECP,

additional locations will make lenses available.

The numbers of “fixed design”progressives (front surface SF progres-

sives) will continue and require processing. As a result, many labs con-

sider using the same generator,as they will do for customized lenses. In

this way, equipment is amortized faster. Some that have implemented

new digital surfacing capable equipment have said that powers are

truer and there is less overall spoilage. In fact, for some they recover

breakage from traditional polishers on the adaptive polishers thereby

reducing rejects. (Photos and tables courtesy of Schneider.)

How should I get ready for VEW and OLA?
As in any purchase, whether for lenses or equipment, do your home-

work. In this month’s article we’ve highlighted why the generator and

polisher choice for the lab is critical. Use the descriptions and explana-

tions to comparatively evaluate your choices. That means personal

research that allows a competitive analysis of ability, cost, throughput

and maintenance. Build a table of each of the characteristics, benefits

and advantages for your lab or office.

Go to Vision Expo West and the Optical Laboratories Association

meetings.Visit the Schneider booth for a first hand look at equipment

and the ability to get answers specific to your lab requirements. Both

the Carl Zeiss Vision and Essilor booths will have experts available to

detail lens benefits,dispensing programs and the instruments available

for professional practice growth.

To get ready,read the trade magazines,go online to each of the com-

pany’s websites and ask your professional peers their own experiences.

Consult professional associations and the various on-line chat boards

will have anecdotal information or experiences. Of course, for capital

investments, consult with your accountant.

New since last article
Schneider HSC giant FF – launched at MIDO

The freeform generator HSC giant FF has been specifically developed

for modern labs,which have a need for maximum throughput and min-

imum cost of ownership.The new machine design enables the simulta-

neous processing of two Rx or digitally surfaced lenses at incredible

speed without compromising quality.

Two independent workspaces in conjunction with specially devel-

oped damping controls allow reaching sub-micron accuracy during the

fine turning process of a lens while the milling unit already cuts the next

lens with full power. The inclined machine base has been specifically

optimized for simultaneous processing of two lenses.The special vertical

chip flow and upside-down configuration guarantees that all swarf goes

straight down into the drainage, supporting continuous processing of

polycarbonate and other long-swarf materials.

Options are non-tactile Auto Tool Detection,on board laser marking and

the Power Safety System,which reacts within microseconds in the case of

unexpected power failures eliminating the risk of machine damage.

Questions received and answers offered
In response to Part 3 – “Is It Wow Now?” we received this response to

“Wow” from Roger Mummert, a widely published writer whose travel,

food and lifestyle articles appear regularly in the New York Times. He

also writes and lectures for professional organizations and the contact

lens industry.

Adapted from his letter “A Love Affair

with Superman Vision”

After listening to one optician after another say,“You put these lenses

on people, they stand there and say,‘Wow, oh, wow,’” I had to try them.

The lenses they were talking about involved wavefront optics or digi-

tally surfacing.

Mark Stadlen, OD, and optician Jay Binkowitz of American Optical in

Astoria, Queens, made up a pair of spectacles with Varilux Physio 360°

lenses. I did exactly what I’d been hearing about.“Wow,”I said,“Oh,wow.”

It was like someone turned on the lights. It was like the moment

when the cable guy,on a house call, said,“You really haven’t been using

your high definition plasma to full effect,”and then clicked on 1240 dpi.

Shazaam!

For several months afterward I nearly didn’t want to take off my glass-

es.“I simply enjoyed the best vision of my life…”.With my Varilux Physio

360° lenses, I could discern individual leaves on distant trees, I could read

package inserts, I was ordering for the table when no one else could dis-

tinguish chile rellenos from chimichangas.“I was a visual Superman.”

Well, Superman took a fall. I slammed a hatchback car door on my

head and broke my new glasses.“…I had sheared off the ear piece. For-

tunately,the lenses were unscathed,and back to Mark and Jay they went.

My backup specs were a three-year-old pair of Varilux Comfort lenses.

They did a yeoman's job of providing decent vision, but the world was

entirely less vibrant.Whereas my initial Wow! factor with the Varilux Physio

360°s was about clear distance vision (everyone loves distance!), now I

noticed a distinct step down in my close work.I simply didn’t read as well.

Jay called with the good news:“Your Varilux Physio 360°s are fixed.”

All is right with the world again, here in Superman’s lair. I’ve just got

to stay away from my kryptonite: hatchback doors, at least those bear-

ing bike racks.
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